ECOLOGY BLOCK

For an economical alternative to other wall systems, take a close look at these environmentally friendly ecology blocks. Produced with high-strength, 5,000 psi concrete, each ecology block is cast with a groove in the bottom and a tongue on the top for a firm, secure fit, and prevent movement when stacked. With an attractive, paintable, stone textured finish, these ecology blocks create strong, durable unengineered walls—and their solid concrete mass prohibits cross-contamination when used as a raw-material containment system. Unlike solid poured walls, these rugged blocks can be easily dismantled and reused elsewhere, making them even more environmentally friendly.

Recommended Uses:
- Storage Bins
- Raw Material Containment Systems
- Bank Stabilization
- Traffic Control
- Retaining Walls

ECOLOGY BLOCK ... Just one of the many environmentally friendly products produced by Nitterhouse Masonry Products, LLC.